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Lesson Plans

Rationale for the 'COVID-19 Accelerated Response for Education':
The world has faced an unprecedented grim situation (COVID-19) starting from the end of 2019, continuing
in 2020, that has played havoc and has left bitter marks which will be etched on the memory of mankind for
centuries to come.
The repercussions of this pandemic have been felt in all disciplines of life including economy, education,
habits, cultural norms, health care services, etc. so severely that the world finds itself helpless. Institutes
imparting education had to modify and adapt their educational services strategies to cope with the new
challenges after the closure of these institutes for about 6 months in Pakistan. Under the directions of the
Government of Punjab, the Curriculum & Textbook Board of the province decided to initiate an 'Accelerated
Learning Program' to speed up the teaching and learning activities and to make up for the time lapse the
education field has had to face due to (COVID-19).
Journey from ALP to the need-based and time-bound COVID -19 Accelerated Response for Education:
The first step in responding to the challenge of school closure due to COVID 19 was to devise an Accelerated
Learning Programme for grades 1 to 8. It was deemed important to select three major subjects of study vis a
vis English, Mathematics and Science and address all major and important skills and concepts within these
areas of study in the most effective manner. Subsequently, it was the Herculean task to squeeze a nine-month
syllabus of study into a five-month period, keeping in view skills development, conceptual understanding,
horizontal and vertical alignment of the Student Learning Outcomes and a gradual but logical progression of
concepts for all grade levels.
Lesson Plans as a manifestation of the Accelerated Learning Programme:
In the next step, SLOs were aligned with the material and exercises of the textbooks which ultimately
culminated into the development of Lesson Plans. These lesson plans will be shared with you on a rolling
basis. It is expected that these plans will act as a ready resource for teachers to achieve learning outcomes in
an efficient and effective way. Along with the Lesson Plans, it was decided to develop age-appropriate and
engaging worksheets that would benefit students and act as a reservoir for reinforcement of skills and
concepts taught in class. Therefore, subject experts were engaged to undertake the daunting task of
reshaping and reconfiguring the syllabuses for Mathematics, Science and English.
It has been ensured that the lesson plans are aligned with the level of students and the demand of the
Student Learning Outcome. The focus, during this entire exercise, has also been to oversee that classroom
instruction is aligned with the goals and objectives of curriculum. Every effort has been made to help foster
positive attitudes among students towards learning. Yet another purpose of this exercise is to help teachers
create a healthy learning environment in classrooms that is lacking due to the pandemic.
It is a known fact that proper and well thought out lesson planning serves as a checklist that guides teachers
to be systematic in the effective delivery of their lessons. Equipping teachers with a systematic, cohesive and
an organized breakdown of the syllabus and providing them with well-planned lessons is in a bid to help them
be prepared to take on any unforeseen challenges during the process of teaching and learning.
Notwithstanding, lesson plans serve as historical documents of teaching practices whereby teachers have a
point of reference to look back, reorganize and update their lesson for future usage.
Moreover, well thought out lesson plans help teachers to address challenges during lessons and employ
pedagogies that enhance and consolidate learning. Not only this, but a good lesson plan minimizes the
negative effects of learning on students, in case of teacher absence, as a cover teacher can deliver the
lesson using the guidelines elaborated upon in the plan. Just like every good game needs a plan to win,
similarly, every teacher needs a good plan to achieve lesson objectives. Last but not the least lesson
planning prevents the over-reliance on textbooks, as direct and the only material for teaching.
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The newly developed lesson plans are a highly effective, contextualised and easy to use resource that will
serve as a practical tool for public sector teachers. It is hoped that teachers find the lesson plans highly useful,
productive and that they are able to experience visible outcome-oriented learning that is concrete and
enduring. Also, these plans are based on collaborative, interactive, and inquiry-based methodologies and
approaches to make the classroom learning more effective, vibrant and engaging. Based on low cost, no cost
material, these lesson plans can be applied with little effort and gain a lot of benefit for both teachers and
students in terms of learning and conceptual understanding.
The primary focus of the 'COVID-19 Accelerated Response for Education' has not only been on developing
lesson plans that address Student Learning Outcomes and allow teachers to help students discover concepts,
it has been ensured that plans are sequentially sub-divided in three major domains:
Ÿ Teaching
Ÿ Assessment
Ÿ Reinforcement
Ÿ To ensure that the plan is executed in the best possible manner and that both teachers and learners get
the most out of the plans, it is suggested that time to each domain is allocated in the following percentage
while delivering them:
Ÿ Teaching 75%
Ÿ Assessment 15%
Ÿ Reinforcement 10%
An emphasis on bolstering concepts and skills through Worksheets:
Further to the above, worksheets have also been prepared to supplement and complement all SLOs
mentioned in the textbook. Like the lesson plans, the worksheets will also be shared with you on a rolling
basis. Each worksheet provides practice and strengthens conceptual clarity. Moreover, these worksheets are
aimed at keeping the students engaged in positive and productive activities while at home.
Gaining the most out of the Worksheets:
As mentioned above, the purpose of the worksheets is to consolidate and clarify concepts, but they can also
be used as:
Ÿ Assessment for learning
Ÿ Additional resource to be used in class
Ÿ Sample activities for teachers to replicate and devise their own worksheets on similar line.
Tips for Teachers:
To optimize these developed lesson plans, it is advisable for teachers to:
Ø go through and comprehend the relevant lesson plan well (Read and understand the text at least
twice)
Ø keep the relevant textbook with you when going through the plan
Ø read and comprehend the relevant chapter
Ø make notes if required
Ø ensure the availability of mentioned resources
Ø highlight the SLO's, progression of activities, stages, transitions, and key points
Ø visualize your actual classroom, space, seating plan and challenges
Ø foresee the organization of group, pair or individual work
Ø play the role of facilitator, leader and manager
Ø try your best to execute the lesson plan in its true spirit
Ø ensure proper time management
Ø adapt activity, if it is unavoidable
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Ø Use teacher's discretion in implementation of the lesson i.e if you feel that a concept needs more

time, you may extend the lesson to the next period
Ø Wrap up the lesson with good spirit leaving a positive message.

Components of Lesson Plans:
Common elements in plans for lessons or units of study are a title/topic/problem, identification of Student
Learning Outcomes (SLOs), a sequence of learning activities including introductory, developmental and
concluding activities, a list of materials to be used and assessment strategies.
Choosing the Topic:. You can choose a topic from the textbook, a skill such as information gathering, a value
such as peace, a current affair topic or an area of special concern such as the environment.
Identifying Student learning Outcomes (SLOs) from the Curriculum. The national curriculum has identified
the Student Learning Outcomes to be achieved for each topic (if you do not have access to the National
Curriculum document for the subject you are teaching you could develop SLOs yourself). Identifying the
Student Learning Outcomes helps you to clarify the knowledge, skills and attitudes/values to be developed.
Choose only one to three SLOs to develop your lesson (many more for a unit plan).
Development: Learning Activities:
Introductory Activities:
Introductory activities are designed to introduce the topic, a sub-topic or to establish connection with the
previous lesson. They are designed to build readiness, create interest, raise questions and explore what
children already know about the topic, recall relevant information, motivate students and focus their
attention on the topic/theme/problem to be studied. Introductory activities can include and arrangement of
pictures and other times that stimulate interest and questions. It may be based on the teacher posing
questions, stating a problem or a dilemma, reading a poem or story, or inviting a guest speaker.
Developmental Activities:
Developmental activities should grow out of the introductory activities. There should be smooth transitions
between the activities to provide a smooth learning sequence. These activities are designed to realize the
Student Learning Outcomes. They introduce new concepts, skills and values or build on past learning and
should be linked with each other. They should flow from data gathering or intake activities to data organizing
activities, to demonstrative or applicative activities, and move on to creative and expressive activities. Data
gathering or intake activities provide the needed input to handle questions and hypotheses. Organizing
activities helps structure and summarize information. Applicative or demonstrative activities extend
learning and develop the ability to use concepts and skills. Creative and expressive activities enrich learning
and develop the ability to improvise and apply learning in original ways.
Concluding Activities:
Concluding activities are activities that serve to consolidate, summarize, or facilitate students' application of
knowledge and skills to a new situation. They are generally related to the main idea of the lesson.
Material Resources:
A key part of planning is to ensure the resources required to impart the lesson effectively. Resources are
planned, identified, developed, or adapted for both teachers and students
Assessment of Learning: Assessment strategies tell us how well or to what extent the student learning
outcomes have been achieved. Assessment of learning is important in all phases of the lesson/unit from
introduction to conclusion. A variety of tools can be used to assess the realization of the chosen Learning
Outcomes. Some of these will be prepared as part of the learning activities, for example, the drawing and
labelling of a map, the checklist for evaluating a discussion, the final written report. Other tools such as tests
can be prepared ahead of time as well.
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Assessment/Evaluation:
This section focuses on ensuring that your students have arrived at their intended destination. Teachers need
to gather some evidence that they did.
A teacher, at this stage, should ask herself/himself:
Ÿ 'How will I evaluate Student Learning Outcomes that were identified?'
Ÿ 'What mode of assessment will give me the most accurate and clear picture of my students' learning
and progress?
Ÿ 'What gaps have I identified in learning that need to be rethought, and reassessed?'
Ÿ 'How can I make my assessment of students reliable and valid?'

VI
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UNIT

LESSON 1

1
Numbers

40 Minutes/1 Period

Students’ Learning Outcomes
Read and write given numbers up to
100,000 (hundred thousand) in numerals
and in words.

Information for Teachers
100,000 is read as hundred thousand.
100,000 is a 6-digit number.
In the place value chart as we move to the left
each number is multiplied by “10”.
We put comma (,) after every three digits, for
example 100,000.
While teaching the lesson, also consult
textbook where and when applicable.
Material / Resources
board, marker/chalk, textbook, place value chart
Introduction
Ask the students what is the smallest 4-digit
number. (1000)
What is the greatest 4-digit number? (9999)
Display a chart in front of the students having
the following pattern on it.
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+ 1 =
+ 1 =
+ 1 =
+ 1 =
+ 1 =
100,000

9
99
999
9999
99999

10
100
1000
10,000
100,000

Ask the students what kind of pattern is it?
Explain to the students that by adding “1” in
the greatest 1-digit number, we get smallest
2-digit number, i.e.
9 + 1 = 10
By adding “1” in the greatest 2-digit number,
we get the smallest 3-digit number, i.e.
99 + 1 = 100
By adding “1” in the greatest 3-digit number,
we get the smallest 4-digit number, i.e.
999 + 1 = 1000
By adding “1” in the greatest 4-digit number,
we get the smallest 5-digit number, i.e.
9999 + 1 = 10,000
By adding “1” in the greatest 5-digit number,
we get the smallest 6-digit number, i.e.
99999 + 1 = 100,000
How will we read this number?
Hundred Thousand = 100,000
Today we will learn more about “hundred
thousand”.
Development
Activity 1
Make a place value chart of hundred
thousand on the board.
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Hundred
Thousand

Ten
Thousand

g ZD
ÙÎ

g ZD
Ù kŠ

1

1
0

Thousand

Hundred

Ten

One

g ZD
Ù

{%

ð; Š

ð» Z

1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0

Ask the students to observe the chart
carefully.
Explain them that as we keep moving to
the left hand side in the place value
chart, number of zeros are increased.
The last number in the place value chart
is hundred thousand (100,000).
Tell the students that in hundred
thousand there are five zeros.
Tell them that we put comma after
every three digits.
Activity 2

2

Write any 5-digit number on the board,
for example:
32759
Ask the students how would we read it?
Tell them that to read this, we make its
place value chart.
Ask the students: To make a place value
chart for a 5-digit number, how many
columns are needed?
After taking their response draw five
columns on the board.
Ask what will we write in the first
column on right side? (ones)
Similarly ask them one by one and write
tens, hundreds, thousands, ten
thousands in the remaining columns.
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Tell the students that we start writing
any 5-digit number from left side and
move towards right side.

TTh

Th

H

3

2

7

Now ask the students to read this 5-digit
number.
Repeat the same activity for 6-digit
number (thirty two hundred thousand
seven hundred and fifty nine).
At the end ask the students to put the
following numbers in place value chart.
9999,54321, 72501
Activity 3
Make the following worksheet and
distribute among the students or write
on the board and ask the students to
copy in their notebooks and fill the
boxes.
8975

59001

680302

thousand

g ZD
Ù

hundred

ten

one

{%

ð; Š

ð» Z

ten thousand

thousand

hundred

ten

one

g ZD
Ù kŠ

g ZD
Ù

{%

ð; Š

ð» Z

hundred thousand

ten thousand

thousand

hundred

g ZD
Ù Î

g ZD
Ù kŠ

g ZD
Ù

{%

ten

one

ð; Š

ð» Z

Sum up / Conclusion
100,000 is read as one hundred thousand.
We put comma (,) after every three digits.
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A 6-digit number has the following place value
chart.

HTh

T.Th

Th

Assessment
Write the following numbers on the board
and ask the students to write in words.
(i) 13412

_____________

(ii) 18286 _____________
(iii) 58342 _____________

Ask the students to write the following in
numerals.
(i)

One hundred ninety three thousand
seven hundred fourteen.

(ii)

Six hundred fifteen thousand one
hundred ten.
Follow up

Ask the students:
Can you tell that how many zeros are there in
five lacs?
Construct a place value chart for one lac.
Ask the students to solve the questions given
in the textbook.
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UNIT

LESSON 2

1
Numbers

40 Minutes/1 Period

Students’ Learning Outcomes
· Compare two numbers using symbols “<”
“> ” and “=”.

Information for Teachers
·

To show a number less than the other, we use
symbol “<” means “less than”.

·

To show a number greater than the other, we
use symbol “>” means “greater than”.

·

To show a number equal to the other, we use
symbol means equal to “=”.

·

While teaching the lesson, also consult
textbook where and when applicable.

Material / Resources
board, marker / chalk, cut-outs of fish
Introduction
·

Paste the cut-outs of the fish on board, in
front of students.
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·

Say that this fish is hungry.

·

Ask the students; have you noticed anything
that shows the fish is hungry?

·

Students may respond: “Its mouth is open”.

·

Encourage the students and reinforce the
idea of the open mouth.

·

Draw beads on the board to show the two
groups of food.

·

Now tell the students that fish wants to eat
from the group with more food.

·

To show this, demonstrate to the students
that how they can choose the cut-outs of fish.

·

Ask the students to look carefully at the fish's
mouth and place it in the direction of the
beads' group with the more quantity.

·

With the help of open mouth of fish,
introduce the symbols (>) greater than and (<)
less than to the students.

·

Tell the students that:

Lesson Plans: Grade 3

Symbol ‘>’ is read as ‘greater than’
o Symbol ‘<’ is read as ‘less than’
o Symbol ‘=’ is read as ‘equal to’
o

7
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Development
Activity 1
·
·

Demonstrate to the students with the
help of examples.
Number having more digits is greater
than the number having less digits.
a) 1 5 2 > 3 6

·

c) 4 5 2 < 3 6 8 9

b) 4 5 6 7 > 6 3 5

d) 6 3 2 5 8 1 > 5 6 4 3 2 9

Ask the students to compare the
following numbers by putting > or < .
a) 456

6523

b) 6456

56423

Activity 2
·

2

Demonstrate to the students with the
help of following examples
If the numbers have the same
number of digits, than compare the
digits at the extreme left in both the
numbers to find greater or smaller
number.
6567>2635
452>362

o

4 > 3 so 452 > 362
·

6 > 2 so 6567 > 2635

2452<6689
2 < 6 so 2452 < 6689

Ask the students to compare the
following numbers by putting < or >:
a) 7456

6524

b) 86456

56423

c) 6423545

Activity 3
·

Demonstrate to the students with the
help of following examples that.
o If the digits at the extreme left in
both the numbers are equal then
compare next digit to find greater or
smaller number, if they are also
equal then we compare the next
digit and so on.

8
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·

·

·

372>362

6867>6835

7 > 6 so 372 > 362

6 > 3 so 6867 > 6635

2452<2489

956789>956785

5 < 8 so 2452 < 2489

9 > 5 so 956789 > 956785

Ask the students to compare the
following numbers by putting < or >:
a) 6465

·

Lesson Plans: Grade 3

6424

b) 8756456

87423

Ask the students if both the numbers
have same digits, what symbol will we
use to compare the two numbers.
After taking their response, tell them
that they will use symbol ‘=’ that means
‘equal to’.
Ask the students to write two 4-digit
equal numbers, 5-digit equal numbers
and 6-digit equal numbers.

Sum up / Conclusion
·

To show a number smaller than the other we
use ‘<’ symbol.

·

To show a number greater than the other we
use “ >” symbol.

·

To show a number equal to the other we use
‘=’ symbol.

·

To check which of the two numbers is greater,
e.g. for a 6-digit number, first we check the
hundred thousands, then the ten thousands,
then the thousands, then the hundreds, then
the tens and lastly the ones.
Assessment

·

Ask the students to compare the following
pairs of numbers using symbol < , > or =
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a) 45683

45673

b) 68423

78234

c) 657321

657321

d) 213457

213456

e) 654321

786321

Follow up
Ask the students to compare the following using
symbol < , > or =
·

Five hundred

six hundred

·

Ten thousands

·

One hundred thousand

Ten hundred thousands
One lac

Ask the students to compare the following using
symbol < , > or =
99999+1

9999+1

99999+1

9999+90001

· Ask the students to solve the questions given
in the textbook.

10
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UNIT

LESSON 3

Ascending and
Descending Order

1
Numbers

40 Minutes/1 Period

Students’ Learning Outcomes
·

Write the given set of numbers in
ascending and descending order.

Information for Teachers
·

In ascending order we arrange the numbers
from smallest to the greatest.

·

In descending order we arrange the numbers
from greatest to the smallest.

·

To arrange the numbers in ascending or
descending order we compare place value of
the given numbers.

·

While teaching the lesson, also consult
textbook where and when applicable.
Material / Resources

Board, marker / chalk, number cards of 1000,
2000, 3000,4000,5000, textbook
Introduction
·

Write the following numbers on the board:
456 356 234 567
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· Ask the students to compare these numbers
and identify the smallest number and the
greatest number.
· Collect their response and elicit that 567 is the
greatest number and 356 is the smallest
number.
· Now ask them to arrange these numbers in
two ways:
o Smallest to greatest
o Greatest to smallest
· Collect their response and demonstrate that
we arrange numbers smallest to greatest as:
234, 356, 456, 567. Tell them this order is
called “ascending order.”
· We arrange numbers greatest to smallest i.e:
567, 456, 356, 234.
· Tell them that this order is called “descending
order”.
Development
Activity 1
·

Select five students from the class and
distribute the number cards of
1000,2000,3000,4000 and 5000 to
them. They will show these cards to the
class.

·

Now ask to arrange them from smallest
to greatest. (They will stand in a way to
show:
1000
2000
3000

·

Ask the other students to name this
order. (Ascending order)

·

Select five new students and distribute
number cards of 1000, 2000, 3000,
4000, 5000 to them.
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·

They will show these cards to the class.
Ask them to arrange themselves from
greatest to smallest.

·

They will stand in a way to show:
5000 4000

·

Ask the other students to name this
order. (Descending order)

Activity 2
·

·

·

2

Demonstrate the method of comparing
the following numbers in front of the
students in the classroom:
58549 58524

63244

23456

Ask the students to copy and circle the
greatest number and tick the smallest
number in each box.
64567

73256

47854

52314

65321

56421

42356

73256

89654

56432

24863

45632

76321

96321

76325

96320

Check their work and guide where
necessary.

Activity 3
·

Demonstrate the ordering of numbers
in ascending and descending order to
the students, for example:
74563
Ascending order

Descending order
à z4, K
M F,

12356

65432

83215

12356

65432

74563

83215

83215

74563

65432

12356
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Activity 4
·

Write the following numbers on the
board.
123456

·

654256

63214

5231

Ask the students to copy and arrange
the numbers in ascending and
descending order.
Sum up / Conclusion

Conclude that:
· In ascending order we arrange the numbers
from smallest to the greatest.
· In descending order we arrange the numbers
from greatest to the smallest.
· To put the numbers in ascending or
descending order we compare all the given
numbers.
Assessment

·

Ask the students to arrange the following
numbers in ascending order.
32416

·

456321

3256

Ask the students to arrange the following
numbers in descending order.
5623 321456 324567

456320

5423

3249

62378

Follow up
Ask the students to:
·

Arrange the following numbers in ascending
and descending order.
12 3456, 654321, 654320, 321000, 100001

·

Tell what is the greatest 4-digit number?

·

Tell what is the greatest 5-digit number?

·

Tell what is the greatest 6-digit number?
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UNIT

LESSON 4

1
Numbers

40 Minutes/1 Period

Students’ Learning Outcomes
Identify even or odd numbers up to 99
within a given sequence.

Information for Teachers
The numbers which can be divided
completely into pairs are called even
numbers.
The numbers which cannot be divided
completely into pairs are called odd numbers.
0,2,4,6,8 are first five even numbers.
1,3,5,7,9 are first five odd numbers.
Any number whose last digit is 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 is an
Even number.
Any number whose last digit is not 0, 2, 4, 6, 8
is an Odd number.
While teaching the lesson, also consult
textbook where and when applicable.
Material / Resources

board, chalk / marker, flashcard of numbers 0 to
99, chart having different objects in pairs and
some are not in pairs, textbook

15
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Introduction
Explain the concept of pairs to the students by
giving examples on the board.
Display a chart in front of the students in
which different objects are given in pairs and
without pairs.
If chart is not available draw some objects
(ball, star, square, flower, etc.) on the board in
pairs and some not in pairs.
Ask the students to make pairs and find which
are not in pairs.

Development
Activity 1
Call one student in front of the class.
Ask the students: how many students
are there in front of the class? Note their
response on the board.
Then ask how many pairs of students
are there in front of the class?
After taking their response explain to
them that one (1) student cannot form a
pair.
So 1 is an odd number.
Now call two students in front of the
class.
Ask the students how many students
are there in front of the class? Note their
response on the board.
Ask them how many pairs of students
are there in front of the class?
After taking their response explain to
them that 2 students form a pair.
So 2 is an even number.

16
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Carry on this activity to sort out even
and odd numbers up to 9.
At the end ask the students to write first
five even and odd numbers.
Activity 2

2

Write down even numbers in sequence
from 10 to 20 on the board.
Ask: What digit do you see in these
numbers at the ones place? (They
should say numbers 0,2,4,6, 8)
Write down odd numbers in sequence
from 10 up to 20 on the board.
Ask: What digit do you see in these
numbers at the ones place? (They
should say numbers 1,3,5,7, 9)
Tell the students that to find the number
as even or odd, we see the digit at which
the number ends.
o

Even numbers end at 0, 2, 4, 6, 8

o

Odd numbers end at 1, 3, 5, 7, 9

Demonstrate how a number is said even
or odd by doing some examples on the
board:
o 42
4k We check the numbers at
ones place which is 2 and 2 is an
even number. So we will say that 42
is an even number.
o 43
4l We check the number at
ones place which is 3 and 3 is an odd
number. So we will say that 43 is an
odd number.
Write the following numbers on the
board and ask the students to identify
these numbers as even or odd:

19, 23, 28, 35, 46, 67, 77, 83, 99
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Activity 3
Demonstrate the identification of even
numbers in a sequence using number
flashcards.
20

22

24

26

28

66

68

70

72

74

90

92

94

96

98

Divide the class in different groups and
distribute ten flashcards to each group.
Ask them to identify even numbers in
sequence using number cards.

Activity 4
Demonstrate the identification of odd
numbers in a sequence using number
flashcards.

21

23

25

27

29

65

67

69

71

73

91

93

95

97

Divide the class in different groups and
distribute ten flashcards to each group.
Ask them to identify odd numbers in
sequence using number cards.

18
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Sum up / Conclusion
First five even numbers are 0, 2, 4, 6, 8.
First five odd numbers are 1,3,5,7,9.
The numbers whose last digit is 0,2,4,6,8 are
even numbers.
The numbers whose last digit is 1,3,5,7,9 are
odd numbers.
Assessment
Write the following numbers on the board
and ask the students to encircle the even
numbers.

8, 9, 15, 23, 28, 39, 47, 66, 78, 93
Write the following numbers on the board
and ask the students to encircle the odd
numbers.

7, 14, 19, 20, 27, 36, 48, 62, 78, 88
Follow up
Ask the students to:
Write the next seven even numbers after 72
in sequence.
Write five odd numbers before 89 in
sequence.
Make a chart of first five even and odd
numbers.
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UNIT

LESSON 1

2
Number Operations

80 Minutes/ 2 Periods

Students’ Learning Outcomes
· Add numbers up to 4-digits (without

carrying) vertically and horizontally.

Information for Teachers
·

To add 4 - digit numbers, add ones (O) into
ones, tens (T) into tens, hundreds (H) into
hundreds and thousands (Th) into thousands.

·

In vertical method of addition, first of all we
arrange the numbers in columns according to
the place value and then add the digits in the
same order.

·

In horizontal method of addition, first of all
we arrange the numbers in rows according to
the place value and then add the digits in the
same order.

·

While teaching the lesson, also consult
textbook where and when applicable.
Material / Resources

board, chalk / marker, chart (having example of
horizontal method), Mathematics textbook
Introduction
· Ask the students:
· Up to how many digits you can add

numbers?
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· After their response, write some addition

questions of 2 - digit and 3 - digit numbers
(without carrying) on the board.
· Ask the students, from where do we start

adding the numbers, right or left?
· Collect their feedback and call the students

one by one to solve the questions on the
board.
· Ask the remaining students to check the

answers.
· Collect their feedback and correct the

mistakes if any.
· Now write the following question on the

board:

Th

H

T

O

4

6

2

3

+ 5

2

0

4

· Ask the students: can you add these 4 - digit

numbers?
· After their response, tell the students that the

procedure of addition of 2 - digit and 3 - digit
numbers is also applicable to the addition of
4 - digit numbers.
· Call any student to solve the question on the

board.
· Check the answer and correct the mistakes if

any.
· Ask the students: Have you noticed that we

have done addition up to 4 - digit numbers
using vertical method?
· Collect their feedback and conclude that this

method of addition is called Vertical Method
of Addition.
· Tell the students now let us learn about

vertical and horizontal methods of addition in
detail with the help of examples.
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Development
Activity 1
·

Write a question on the board: Add
2345 and 3524.

·

Ask the students: What will we do first
to solve this question?

·

Collect their feedback and tell the
students that first of all we arrange the
numbers in columns according to the
place value and then add the digits in
the same order.

·

Call any student on the board and guide
him/her to solve the question.

·

Check the answer and point out the
mistakes if any.

·

Tell the students that when we add the
numbers in columns, this method of
addition is called Vertical Method of
Addition.

Activity 2
· Write a question on the board: Add

6345 and 3412 vertically.
· Ask the students to solve the question in
their notebooks.
· After observing the students’ work,
solve the question on the board and ask
them to check their answers.
· Appreciate the students for correct
answers. Guide the students having
mistakes.
Activity 3
· Write a question on the board: Add 3432

and 5265 horizontally.
· Read the question and tell the students
that now we will learn the addition of 4 digit numbers (without carrying) using
Horizontal Method of Addition.
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Activity 3
· Explain the students that in this method

we arrange the numbers in rows
according to the place value and then
add the digits in the same order.
· Display the following chart in front of the
class.

· Demonstrate the horizontal method of

addition with the help of this chart.
· Also explain the students that add ones

(O) into ones, tens (T) into tens,
hundreds (H) into hundreds and
thousands (Th) into thousands.
· Then write some addition questions of

3 - digit and 4 - digit numbers on the
board.
· Call any student to solve the questions

using horizontal method.
· Provide guidance where necessary.
· Ensure the students for their correct

understanding of the concept conveyed.

· Facilitate the students requiring further

guidance.

· Pay special attention to the slow

learners.
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Sum up / Conclusion
·

To add 4 - digit numbers, add ones (O) into
ones, tens (T) into tens, hundreds (H) into
hundreds and thousands (Th) into thousands.

·

In vertical method of addition, first of all we
arrange the numbers in columns according to
the place value and then add the digits in the
same order.

·

In horizontal method of addition, first of all
we arrange the numbers in rows according to
the place value and then add the digits in the
same order.
Assessment

• Write the following questions on the board and
ask the students to solve in their notebooks:
Write in vertical form and add.
5961 and 2005
ii. Solve horizontally:
3045 + 423 =___________
i.

Follow up
• Add the greatest 3 - digit and the smallest
4 - digit numbers using vertical and horizontal
methods of addition.
• Ask the students to solve the questions given
in the textbook.
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UNIT

LESSON 2

2
Number Operations

80 Minutes/ 2 Periods

Students’ Learning Outcomes
·

Add numbers up to 4- digits (with
carrying) vertically and horizontally.

Information for Teachers
·

To add 4-digit numbers (with carrying):

·

Firstly add ones. If there are 10 ones or
more, then change 10 ones for 1 ten and
carry it to the column for tens.

·

Secondly add tens. If there are 10 tens or
more, then change 10 tens for 1 hundred
and carry it to the column for hundreds.

·

Lastly add hundreds. If there are 10
hundreds or more, then change 10
hundreds for 1 thousand and carry it to the
column for thousands.

·

While teaching the lesson, also consult
textbook where and when applicable.
Material / Resources

board, chalk/marker, number flashcards ( 8122,
8221, 8212, 8112 ), chart (having rules of
addition with carrying), Mathematics textbook

(8122, 8221, 8212, 8112)

Introduction
·

Ask the students: What did you learn
yesterday?
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After their response, write the following
questions on the board:
H

T

O

5

2

3

+3

2

6

·

Call any two students to solve the questions
on the board.

·

Check the answers and correct the mistakes
if any.

·

Ask the students to tell the difference
between these two questions.

·

After taking their response, tell the students
that if the sum of two numbers exceeds 9,
we adopt the procedure of carrying.

·

Now write the following question on the
board:
Th

H

T

O

2

5

6

8

+ 3

6

4

5

·

Ask the students: Can you add these 4 - digit
numbers?

·

Collect their response and solve the
question with the help of the students.

·

Conclude that the procedure of addition of
2- digit and 3 - digit numbers is applicable to
the addition of 4 - digit numbers.

·

Ask the students to tell which method of
addition we used in solving these questions.

·

After their response, tell the students that
this method of addition is called Vertical
Method of Addition.

·

Tell the students that we are going to learn
addition of 4 - digit numbers (with carrying)
using vertical and horizontal methods.
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Development
Activity 1

1

· Display the following chart in front of
the class:
Chart ^g e
To add 4 - digit numbers (with carrying):
·

Firstly add ones. If there are 10 ones or
more, then change 10 ones for 1 ten and
carry it to the column for tens.

·

Secondly add tens. If there are 10 tens or
more, then change 10 tens for 1
hundred and carry it to the column for
hundreds.

·

Lastly add hundreds. If there are 10
hundreds or more, then change 10
hundreds for 1 thousand and carry it to
the column for thousands.

· Demonstrate the rules of addition with
carrying with the help of this chart.
Activity 2
·

·
·
·

·
·

Write the following question on the
board:
Add 3648 and 5362 vertically.
Ask the students to solve the question
in their notebooks.
Provide guidance to the students
where needed.
At the end solve the question on the
board and ask the students to check
their work.
Appreciate the students having correct
answers.
Facilitate the students requiring further
guidance.
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Activity 3
·

Write the following question on the
board:
Add 4563 and 3649 horizontally.

·

Ask the students to solve the question
in their notebooks.

·

Place the following number flashcards
on the table in front of the class:

8122

8221

·

Ask the students to pick the correct
number flashcard from the table after
solving the question.

·

Tell the students that winner of this
activity will be the one who first picks
the correct number flashcard from the
table.

·

Display the correct number flashcard
after the announcement of the winner.

·

Ask the students to clap for the winner.

·

Check the answers of the remaining
students and facilitate them if
necessary.

Sum up / Conclusion
·

Revise the rules of carrying of addition of
4 - digit numbers with the help of chart
used in Activity 1.

Assessment
·

Ask the following questions to assess the
student's understanding of the concept:
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·

What did you learn today?

·

In what condition, the rule of carrying
apply?

·

What is meant by horizontal and vertical
methods of addition?

·

If there are 10 ones or more after adding the
ones, then what will you do?

·

Collect their feedback and conclude the
result.
Follow up

·

Ask the students to complete the following
questions in their notebooks.

Th

H

T

O

Th

H

T

O

3
+ 1
5

5
7
3

0
9
0

6
8
4

Th

H

4

3

+
4

3

5

2

• Find the sum of the smallest and the
greatest 4 - digit numbers using horizontal
method of addition.
• Ask the students to solve the questions given
in the textbook.
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UNIT

LESSON 3

2
Number Operations

80 Minutes/ 2 Periods

Students’ Learning Outcomes
· Solve real life problems involving addition.

Information for Teachers
· Real life problems mean the situations or
problems happening in the real world.
· Through real world application, students are
able to better comprehend the practical
application.
· While teaching the lesson, also consult
textbook where and when applicable.
Material / Resources
board, chalk /marker, Mathematics textbook,
chart (having the important points to solve real
life problems)
Introduction
· Illustrate the following number story in front
of the class:
Amna and Rabia are sisters. They are fond
of collecting stamps. Amna collected 349
and Rabia collected 215 stamps. How many
stamps they both collected altogether?
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· Ask the students: How can we solve this
question?
· After their response, call any student on the
board and ask to write the given and required
information from the number story.
349 =
Amna collected stamps =
Rabia collected stamps = +215 =
Stamps collected altogether =
· Tell the students that the word “altogether”
means we have to find the total number of
stamps collected. So we will do addition.
· Ask any student to solve the question on the
board.
· Check the work and tell the students that
these types of questions are called real life
problems. Also we called them story based
questions.
· Tell the students that let us practice different
real life problems involving addition (with and
without carrying).
Development
Activity 1
· Display the following chart in front of the
class:
Solving real life problems, the following
points will be focused:
· Read the question statement at least
twice.
· Highlight any numbers or figures (given
information).
· Highlight the words or phrases that let
you know which operation to use
(required information).
· Write a sum from this information and
work it out.
· Re-read the question statement.
· Re-check the answer.
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· Explain each point from the chart with
t h e h e l p o f exa m p l e u s e d i n
introductory activity.
· At the end, ask any student to repeat
that points orally in front of the class.

Activity 2
· Write the following number story on the
board:
There are 2568 men and 3746 women in a
town. How many people are there
altogether in the town?
· Read the question and ask the students
to tell the given and required
information.
· How many men in the town?
· How many women in the town?
· What we have to find?
· How can you solve this question?
· Collect their response and ask them to
solve the question in their notebooks.
· Move through the class to check the
work and correct the mistakes if any.
· On completion, solve the question on
the board. Also introduce the words like
'total', 'sum' 'altogether' so that they
could easily understand and solve the
question.
Activity 3
· Divide the students in groups of 3 to 4.
· Write the following real life problem on the
board:
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Ahmad donates Rs. 3575 to earthquake
victims and Rs. 5625 to flood victims. Find
his total donation.
·

·
·
·

·

Ask the students to solve the question in
their notebooks using the guidelines
explained in Activity 1.
Check the answer of any student from
each group.
Then ask those students to check the
work of remaining students.
At the end, announce the winner group
having the students with more correct
answers.
Appreciate that group and ask the
remaining groups to re-check their work
and correct the mistakes.

Sum up / Conclusion
Students will be asked to:
· Revise the procedure to solve the real life
problems of addition with the help of chart
used in Activity1.
Assessment

·

There are 3450 girls and5698 boys in a school.
Find the total number of children in a school.

Follow up
·

Ask your father about the recent utility bills
(electricity, gas, water). Find out the total
amount of all the bills.

• Ask the students to solve the questions given
in the textbook.
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UNIT

LESSON 1

3
Number Operations

80 Minutes/ 2 Periods

Students’ Learning Outcomes
Subtract numbers up to 4- digits (without
borrowing) vertically and horizontally.

( Ýqš) & ¸J
- Š Z°Z Ïy -4 Ð

X Ã™

Information for Teachers
·

To subtract 4 - digit numbers, subtract ones
(O) from ones, tens (T) from tens, hundreds
(H) from hundreds and thousands (Th) from
thousands.
In vertical method of subtraction, first of all
we arrange the numbers in columns
according to the place value and then
subtract the digits in the same order.
In horizontal method of subtraction, first of
all we arrange the numbers in rows
according to the place value and then
subtract the digits in the same order.

·

§ ~ŠÀgzZ |Z 0

While teaching the lesson, also consult
textbook where and when applicable.

Material / Resources
board, chalk / marker, chart (having subtraction
question of horizontal method), Mathematics
textbook
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Introduction
·

Ask the following questions to the students:
Up to how many digits you can subtract
numbers?
From where do we start subtracting the
numbers, right or left?

·

Collect their response and write some
subtraction questions of 2 - digit and 3 - digit
numbers (without borrowing) on the board.
Call the students one by one to solve the
questions on the board.
Involve the remaining students to check the
answers. Correct the mistakes if any.
Write the following question on the board:

T O
Th H
g ZD
Ù { % ð; Š ð» Z

3
- 2

5
3

Ask the students, How will you subtract these
4- digit numbers?
·

After their response, conclude that the
procedure of subtraction of 2 - digit and 3 digit numbers is applicable to the subtraction
of 4 - digit numbers.
Call any student to solve the question on the
board. ·Check the answer and correct the
mistake if any.
Tell the students that this method of
subtraction is called Vertical Method of
Subtraction.
Ask the students to recall the vertical and
horizontal methods which they have learnt in
addition. In subtraction we use the same
methods.
Let us practice vertical and horizontal
methods of subtraction (without borrowing).
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Development
Activity 1
Write the following question on the
board:
Subtract 1653 from 2876 vertically.
Ask the students, What will we do first to
solve this question?
After their response, tell the students
that first of all we arrange the numbers
in columns according to the place value
and then subtract the digits in the same
order.
Solve the question on the board with
the help of the students.
Conclude the result that when we
subtract the numbers in columns, this
method of subtraction is called Vertical
Method of Subtraction.
Activity 2
Write the following question on the
board:
Subtract vertically:
i. 2461 from 5473
ii. 5283 from 8396
Call any two students to solve the
questions on the board.
Ask the remaining students to check
their work and point out the mistakes if
any. Encourage the students for their
active participation.
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Activity 3
Display the following chart in front of
the class:
Chart

^g e

Subtract 346 from 689 horizontally.

{%

ð; Š

ð» Z

{%

H
6

T
8

O
9

H
3

ð
T
4

Read the question and demonstrate the
horizontal method of subtraction with
the help of this chart.
Tell the students that subtract ones (O)
from ones, tens (T) from tens and
hundreds (H) from hundreds.
·

Ask the students to solve the following
questions in their notebooks.

Write in vertical form and subtract:
i.

2321 from 6853

ii. 5034 from 7649
·

At the end, solve these questions on the
board and ask the students to check
their work.

·

Provide guidance to the students having
mistakes.
Sum up / Conclusion

In vertical method of subtraction, first of all
we arrange the numbers in columns
according to the place value and then
subtract the digits in the same order.
·

In horizontal method of subtraction, first of all
we arrange the numbers in rows according to
the place value and then subtract the digits in
the same order.
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Assessment
Ask the students to solve the following questions
in their notebooks:
i.

Subtract 6315 from 7568 vertically.

ii. Subtract 4350 from 8699 horizontally.

Follow up
• Subtract five hundred and four from five
thousand, nine hundred and sixty - seven.
• Ask the students to solve the questions given
in their textbook.
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UNIT

LESSON 2

3
Number Operations

80 Minutes/ 2 Periods

Students’ Learning Outcomes
·

Subtract numbers up to 4- digits (with
borrowing) vertically and horizontally.

Information for Teachers
·

To subtract 4 - digit numbers (with
borrowing):

·

Firstly subtract ones. If ones in the first
number are less than ones from the second
number, then borrow 1 ten from the column
of tens and change it for 10 ones.

·

Secondly subtract tens. If tens in the first
number are less than tens from the second
number, then borrow 1 hundred from the
column of hundreds and change it for 10 tens.

·

Lastly subtract hundreds. If hundreds in the
first number are less than hundreds from the
second number, then borrow 1 thousand
from the column of thousands and change it
for 10 hundreds.

·

While teaching the lesson, also consult
textbook where and when applicable.
Material / Resources

board, chalk / marker, chart (having rules of
subtraction with borrowing), Mathematics
textbook
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Introduction
·

Write the following questions on the board:

JT JO
ë éX3 á ë é®ù
6
-2

4
8

· Ask the students, can you solve these

questions? Explain, how?

·

After their response, call any two students to
solve the questions on the board.
Ask the remaining students to check their
work. Correct the mistakes if any.

·

Conclude the result that in subtraction if the
first number is less than the second number,
we adopt the method of borrowing.

·

Write the following question on the board:

Th H JT O
J
E4]

g ZD
Ù øæH¾5G ë éX3 á ë é®ù
5
- 3

4
5

·

Call any student to solve the question on the
board.

·

Check the answer and tell the students that
the procedure of subtraction of 2 - digit and 3
- digit numbers (with borrowing) is applicable X
to the subtraction of 4 - digit numbers.

·

Ask the students to tell which method of
subtraction we have used.

·

Collect their feedback and write the correct
answer on the board.

·

Ask the students to recall the vertical and
horizontal methods of subtraction.

·

Tell the students that let us learn subtraction
up to 4 - digit numbers (with borrowing) using
vertical and horizontal methods with the help
of examples.
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Development
Activity 1
Display the following chart in front of
the class:

·

Chart

^g e

To subtract 4-digit numbers (with borrowing):

·

·

Firstly subtract ones. If ones in the first
number are less than ones from the
second number, then borrow 1 ten from
the column of tens and change it for 10
ones.

·

Secondly subtract tens. If tens in the first
number are less than tens from the
second number, then borrow 1 hundred
from the column of hundreds and change
it for 10 tens.

·

Lastly subtract hundreds. If hundreds in
the first number are less than hundreds
from the second number, then borrow 1
thousand from the column of thousands
and change it for 10 hundreds.
Tell the rules of subtraction (with
borrowing) with the help of this chart.

Activity 2
·

Write the following questions on the
board:
Subtract vertically:

i.

4865 from 6543

ii. 4178 from 7130
·

Call any two students to solve the
questions on the board.
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Provide guidance where necessary.

·

On completion, ask the remaining
students to check the answers and
correct the mistakes if any.
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Activity 3
·

Ask the students to solve the following
question in their notebooks:
Write in horizontal form and subtract.
1845 from 6734

·

Observe the students’ work and guide
the slow learners.

·

At the end solve the question on the
board and ask the students to check
their work.

·

Appreciate the students having correct
answers. Facilitate the students
requiring further guidance.
Sum up / Conclusion

·

Revise the rules of borrowing of subtraction
of 4 - digit numbers with the help of chart
used in activity 1.

Assessment
Ask the students to solve the following
questions in their notebooks:
i. Subtract 5668 from 7116 vertically .
ii. Subtract 6666 from 8555 horizontally .
·

Follow up
Subtract the greatest 3 - digit number from the
smallest 4 - digit number using vertical method of
subtraction.
• Ask the students to solve the questions given
in the textbook.
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UNIT

LESSON 3

3
Number Operations

80 Minutes/ 2 Periods

Students’ Learning Outcomes
·

Solve real life problems involving
subtraction.

Information for Teachers
·

Real life problems mean the situations or
problems happening in the real world.

·

Through real world application, students are
able to better comprehend the practical
application of subtraction.

·

While teaching the lesson, also consult
textbook where and when applicable.
Material / Resources

board, chalk /marker, chart (having the important
points to solve real life problems), Mathematics
textbook
Introduction
·

Ask the students, “have you learnt about real
life problems involving subtraction in the
previous class”?

·

Collect their feedback and illustrate the
following number story in front of the class:
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·

Then ask the students to tell the given and
required information from the number story.

·

How many story books Bilal has?

·

How many story books Amna has?

·

What we have to find?

·

After this, call any student on the board and
ask to solve this question. Provide guidance if
necessary.

·

Tell the students that now we will practice
more real life problems involving subtraction
(with and without borrowing).

Development
Activity 1
·

Display the following chart in front of
the class:
Chart ^g e
In solving real life problems, the
following points will be focused:
· Read the question statement twice.
· Highlight any numbers or figures (given
information).
· Highlight the words or phrases that let
you know which operation to use
(required information).
· Write a sum from this information and
work it out.
· Re-read the question statement.
· Re-check the answer.
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Explain each point from the chart using
the example from the introductory
activity.
Ask the students if they have any
confusion in understanding the
concept.
Collect their feedback and provide
further guidance if necessary.

Activity 2

2

·

Write the following real life problem on
the board:

·

Ask the students to read the question
twice very carefully.
After this, ask the following questions
from the students:
What is the given information?
What is the required information?
How can we solve it?
Collect their feedback and solve the
question on the board with the help of
the students.
Ensure that the students are paying full
attention towards the board.
At the end, repeat the procedure to
have the students strong grip on the
concept.

·
·
·
·
·

·
·

Sum up / Conclusion
· Revise the procedure to solve the real life
problems of subtraction with the help of the
chart used in activity 1.
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Assessment

·

Write the following question on the board:

·

Ask the students to solve this question in their
notebooks.

·

Check the work of some students.

·

Ask that students to check the work of
remaining students.

·

In this way, the assessment of all the students
will be done and their work will be checked.
Follow up

·

Ask your father about monthly income and
ask your mother about the monthly
household expense. Find out how many
rupees your father is saving per month.

· Ask the students to solve the questions given
in the textbook.
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